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A racehorse is an animal that can take several
thousand people for a ride at the same time. author unknown
T his famous quote rings truer than ever after Justify
captured the hearts of the nation as he took our
partners on the ride of a lifetime with a sweep of
the Triple Crown.
J ustify earned a spot among Thoroughbred racing's
immortal in the Belmont Stakes. We have had the
privilege of sharing this whirlwind adventure with
our partners in Starlight Racing as well as WinStar
Farm, China Horse Club, Head of Plains Partners,
LLC and SF Bloodstock.
J ack Wolf, the founder of Starlight Racing alongside
his wife, Laurie, was able to take a moment and
reflect on the Triple Crown - horse racing's most
Justify - the 13th Triple Crown champion coveted prize - after the historic weekend. Of all
three triumphs, the image that has resonated the
most with Wolf is that of Justify's white blaze emerging from the dense blanket of fog in the
Preakness Stakes and watching the colt valiantly hold on for victory to keep the Triple
Crown dream alive.
"This is just the ultimate achievement for a three-year-old colt and to be a part of it took a
lot of effort but, more than that, good luck," said Wolf. "I appreciate each and every
partner that has put his or her money up and stuck with us through both the bad and
good crops of horses. This makes me want even more success and I hope to see stakesplaced Sombeyay carry the torch this time next year."
C heck out some photos from the Belmont Stakes Stakes here and experience the thrill
through the eyes (and lenses) of some of our partners.
L earn more about Starlight Racing here.

T eamwork makes the dream work. Without the extraordinary team behind Justify, none of
this would have been possible. We were thrilled for the opportunity to recognize the
people behind this great horse on Wednesday with for the team at the barn at Churchill
Downs.

Teamwork makes the dream work. W ithout the
extraordinary team behind Justify: Eduardo Luna
(groom), Humberto Gomez (exercise rider) and Jimmy
Barnes (assistant trainer), none of this would hav e been
possible. W e were thrilled for the opportunity to
recognize the people behind this great horse on
W ednesday with lunch on behalf of Starlight Racing at
the Baffert barn at Churchill Downs.
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